
FEATURED KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

Are you searching for someone who can motivate, educate and encourage your team to move away from 
complacency… to strive to be more, do more, and achieve more? 

David Snow is one of the select few who has successfully guided his teams to the top of the Seven Summits – the 
highest peak on each continent – and can directly speak to what it takes to get to the top. But with every summit 
comes a valley, and David can show your audience what it looks like when you need to take each day one 
step at a time.

A rare combination of internationally acclaimed adventure, author and owner of a multimillion dollar company, 
David delivers relevant and strategies applicable to your organization to persist through current obstacles 
in any situation and environment.

Empower, Encourage and Entertain 
Your Team With Stories From The

Seven Summits
And what happens when you take

One Step Beyond…

During this special presentation from David Snow

Book David To Show Your People
How To Reach Their Peak Potential

Call 801-716-1111 or email info@davidgsnow.com

One Step Beyond: 
Moving Beyond Complacency To Reach Peak Potential

In this special presentation, David weaves exciting true story (complete with pictures and videos) with important 
business lessons learned through his failures and success in both the corporate world and mountaintop 
adventures. Your audience will discover:

What a “right rope team” is and why it’s essential to have in every aspect of their lives…

How to feel the failure and power through no matter what trials come their way…

Stories of mountain climbers they’ve never heard of (and why they should care)…

What it means to fail on Everest (including jaw dropping tidbits that will make your audience GASP out loud 
– and what they can learn from it)…


